Newsletter / Predictions - November 6th 2015 - by Dr Rakesh Kumar

Dear Friends,

The end of the year is almost here and it's time for my newsletter/predictions.

As of today, November 6th 2015, the planets are as such:
Sun is in Libra, Moon in Leo, Mars just moved into Virgo on November 4th, Rahu in Virgo, Jupiter in Leo, Saturn in Scorpio, Mercury in Libra, Ketu in Pisces and Venus also moved into Virgo on November 4th.

AMERICA:

As per America's chart, the results are not looking good. First of all, the US started the major period of Rahu, which will last for 18 years. This definitely means some shift of energy and situations in America. As per the American independence chart, Rahu is in the 8th house with Mercury in the sign of Cancer. This shows a decline of the country and there may be health issues, new unknown diseases and debts mounting.

Even if this country trudges along for sometime as in a momentum, from January 2017, America will start facing many challenges all around. Many big industries will shut down, the government will be heckled with multiple problems and the probability of a major war may loom up. The next 2 and half years thereafter, there will be major crisis and natural disasters. The President at that time will fail and fall and there will be utter chaos. From October 2017 to October 2018 there will be some recovery and stability, but not for long. By January 2020, there will be much lost and it will never be the same again.

INDIA:

Presently, India is going through turbulent times and there are many negative energies surrounding the leadership. The Prime Minister Narendra Modi is going through the peak of the seven and half year cycle of Saturn and he is going to continue facing an uphill task for some time to come. He will always be surrounded by enemies and mischief makers. He will be in a better position from August 2016 onwards.

From January 2020, within the next 2 years or so, many neighboring countries around India will be destroyed or not exist anymore as they do now. There will be so many changes in the geography which will make history!

From October 2018 onwards, India will start a new chapter in history and the country will grow by leaps and bounds. It will be as if God will change the destiny of this country and there will be a new world, a new order that would be based on righteousness, truth, peace and harmony. This will probably be the new age for India.

WORLD IN GENERAL:

In the next couple of months there could be vehicular accidents, some accidents or problems to some stars of the entertainment industry or the sports industry. The economic condition of the world will improve after mid December, but there will be restraint in finances. May people will lose their jobs and there could be discord between families and relatives. There will be some news about a lady/woman/girl that will shock everyone. People will be more reckless with little regard for human values. Motor industries and businesses of hotels, holiday spots and cruise liners could get affected.

Overall, there is nothing great to look forward to for the New Year.

INDIVIDUAL ZODIAC SIGNS:
ARIES:
Those born under Moon sign of Aries may have challenges at work and some may have to relocate, or move to a
different place. Some will lose jobs. They may also experience stomach problems and have concerns about children.
Best thing to do is be vigilant at work place, work to your best and be attentive.

TAURUS:
Taurus signs may have to move residence. They may have concerns about parents and may have to be away from
home due to work or other reasons. They may experience mental stress as a result of these situations. It would be
better for them to wear a natural pearl of about 9 to 10 carats set in a silver ring or pendant. This will bring them some
calm and stability.

GEMINI:
Gemini Moon signs will generally be OK, except for some skirmishes with spouse and with work colleagues. They
would benefit a lot by wearing a Yellow Sapphire, which is a gemstone for the planet Jupiter.

CANCER:
Cancer Moon signs have to be cautious and controlled or they may be facing a situation of separation from
spouse/partner, both personal and business. Apart from this, they should hold on to their money as finances may be
restricted. They can wear a small Blue Sapphire to counter the effect of the planet Saturn.

LEO:
The Leo signs are going to be mentally and emotionally stressed. They may be concerned about children and their
digestive system may give trouble. But nothing major to worry about. Jupiter in their Moon sign will protect them.

VIRGO:
Virgo Moons are also susceptible to get worried about spouses and children. Some of them have to watch out for
blood related infections, or STD or UTI etc. Prevention is better than cure, therefore make sure that you do not go
near a source of disease. They could wear Hessonite and should avoid non-vegetarian food for 1 month.

LIBRA:
Those born under Moon sign of Libra are under the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn and they are likely to be
stressed out because of spouse, mother and their own health. They may also have some situation about
house/property. Libra signs should wear a White Sapphire or an Aquamarine or Blue Topaz to make things better.

SCORPIO:
Scorpio Moons are in the peak of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn and will experience mental and emotional
stress. Their Moon is under influence of Saturn and Ketu as well. They should watch out for their health pertaining to
blood circulation, acidity and ulceration in stomach or throat, inflammations, allergies etc. They will also be concerned
about their children. The best remedy for them is to wear a Cat's eye and a Moonstone, both set in silver.

SAGITTARIUS:
Sagittarius signs have begun their Saturn cycle but will not be affected in any bad way. Jupiter is lucky for them and
they will do very well between now and August next year. It would be better if they wore an Emerald as Mercury is a
very good planet for them and it can enhance their relationships and career.

CAPRICORN:
Capricornians are also going to be dealing with relationships going cold and a bit of a gloom over it. They should
therefore wear a natural pearl of about 10 to 12 carats set in silver. After about 9 months from now, they will find a new
relationship or the existing relationship will be renewed and life will be good thereafter.

AQUARIUS:
Aquarius signs have Jupiter transiting the 7th house which is a good. But Saturn also aspects Jupiter and Moon in the
7th house which can cause some disruptions in marriage, relationships or partnerships. Therefore Aquarius signs
should wear a Ruby, the gemstone for the planet Sun, which is the ruler of the 7th house – Leo.

PISCES:
Pisces Moon sign are likely to be experiencing some health issues pertaining to the reproductive system, kidneys,
blood circulations, fevers, cols and allergies. Some may get promotions, some may get a new job and they will be satisfied with work area. Some may get into new relationships and enjoy it to maximum. Pisces people should wear a Red Coral and a Cat's eye to counter the malefic effects.

* All the above individual predictions are general, solely based on the Moon sign. For complete individual predictions, all the planets in the horoscope have to be calculated for a detailed reading.

WORDS OF WISDOM:

Many await the Golden Age, the New Age and the Divine manifestation of God on Earth.

The question is – Are you ready to change? Are you willing to give up all materialistic attachments and possessions and open your hearts and mind to God? Have you given up anger, greed, ego, lust and desire? The Golden Age is a time when all human beings will live in peace, harmony, spiritually and be beyond and above these negative qualities. So do we expect God to come and wave His hand and make Earth like Heaven? Then what about our own karma, our thoughts, actions and deeds? We all need to work upon ourselves in order to eliminate the negative qualities, the demonic qualities so that God can take us to a higher level of consciousness.

God did come to Earth many times in earlier ages. And in every age He came to destroy evil and resurrect dharma, righteousness and establish human and spiritual values, which time after time we humans forget as the great eclipse of Maya takes over our mind and senses. Therefore man has to be unmade and remade, in order to be worthy of divine grace. Planet earth is also tired, wounded and aggrieved due to evil and unrighteousness doings of man. The essence of humanity is far gone.

But God will come, again, soon, to correct and to resurrect. To help and to heal and to transform through love, wisdom and His Divine Grace. And this time the Divine Power will come in full glory, with the brilliance of a thousand Suns that will heal the Earth and take humanity to the New Age. Those who step forth to Him shall be taken by His grace. Those who do not, will simply fall away into oblivion. Because the New Age is the age of light, truth, righteousness and higher consciousness. Darkness cannot prevail. This time, is the Time. This is our last time. The time will turn into a new Time. Time is existence. Time is creation. In Time we are created. Life goes on from Time to Time. But in reality, there is only one Time. The Time, of the Creator!

God bless all.
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